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Payment Type Receivable Payable 
Cash +instant settlement, no risk of NSF 

 

Deposit at Bank Branch  

+easy for small deposits 

+ recon items identified early 

-time consuming(counting & rolling) 

-delay (night drop, etc.) 

-security risk 

 

Armored Transport Cash Vault  

+ security 

+staff does not need to leave 

-cost, speed enhanced by # of pickups, but so is cost 

-separate contract w armored transport company 

-recon issues identified later 

 

Virtual Vault-special safe that records deposits into 

the safe and reports them to the armored carrier and 

the bank. The bank provides provisional credit at the 

time of the deposit into the safe, and the armored 

carrier picks up on a reduced schedule.   

+instant credit 

+secure 

+convenient 

+armored pickup less often 

+can service locations not near a branch 

-cost 

-still requires armored pickup 

-may need multiple safes  

 

 

+ convenience 

-security 

-control 

-cash application 

-reconciliation  

Checks  Branch Deposit 

+fast for small batches 

-travel time to branch 

-may be a delay for large deposits or night drop 

-recon 

-NSF 

 

Remote Deposit Capture (RDC) 

+no travel for staff  

+file created  

+instant images 

+reduces risk checks lost or stolen 

-staff time for scanning 

-cost of scanners 

-NSF 

 

+controls, signature process 

+info can be on stub 

+float 

-recon 

-fraud (requires active 

prevention such as payee 

positive pay) 

-cost 

-check stock storage and 

security 

-time required for receipt (mail, 

etc.) 
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Lockbox 

+no staff required for processing 

+electronic file that can be automatically loaded into 

accounting system 

-political discomfort about payments being processed 

out of town by an external party 

-cost, most efficient with high volume 

-NSF 

ACH +no deposit needed 

-need to identify what the payment is for, can require 

3
rd

 party solution to connect payment w invoice 

-security and compliance involved with having 

customer acct info (headline risk) 

+next day or same day 

+know when payment hits and 

what it is for 

+recon 

+can be recalled 

-requires fraud controls for 

ACH debits 

Wire +no deposit needed 

+no risk of NSF 

+can’t be recalled, final at time of settlement 

-cost, better for receipt of large payments when 

payment is expected and purpose is known 

+fast, same day 

-cost, best for large payments, 

where time received is 

important and purpose is know 

-cannot be recalled, final at the 

time of settlement 

Merchant Card (Credit, Debit) 

 

Purchasing Card (p-card) Credit 

cards used for the purchase of 

supplies, equipment and 

service contracts.  Typically p-

cards are used for varying 

purchases, either low or high 

value, with spending limits 

established on an individual 

card basis.  Purchases can be 

limited to approved vendors 

and suppliers, as determined 

by the merchant category code 

of the vendor or supplier.   

 

 

Virtual Card- Variation on the 

P-Card that does not involve 

the use of an actual card.  With 

a virtual card, a card number is 

generated and given to specific 

vendor for electronic 

purchasing and billing 

purposes.   

+convenience for customer  

 

-cost merchant processing (in some cases can be 

passed to customer) 

 

-Security and PCI compliance (headline risk) 

Business Card, Purchasing Card, 

Virtual Card 

+good or services obtained 

quickly 

+security and control (limit 

user, dollar amount, SIC code) 

+electronic file can be loaded 

into accounting system 

+rebate potential 

-some vendors will not accept 

 

 


